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ABSTRACT 

The usage of social networking sites is rising rapidly every day. 

The popularity of twitter as a microblogging site is huge in 

normal users as well as illegitimate users. The people with 

wrong intentions use twitter to spread spam posts which results 

in phishing, monetary loss, un-useful or noisy data on social 

media, stealing personal information etc. It becomes extremely 

important to stop spamming activities. In this paper six 

machine learning classifiers, which are Logistic regression & 

Support Vector machine (linear models) and Random forest, K- 

Nearest Neighbor, Decision tree and Naive Bayes, (nonlinear 

models), have been implemented on existing data and 

compared the performance using different parameters such as 

accuracy, F1-score, recall, precision, f-measure. Among the six 

classifiers random forest has shown better accuracy followed 

by K-nearest neighbor classifier for large continuous dataset 

than small or random dataset. The accuracy is increased from 

3% to 13% for large continuous data. Also False positive ratio 

of random forest and K-nearest neighbor algorithm 0.001 and 

0.005 respectively which is much lesser than other algorithms. 

With lowest accuracy and highest FPR Naive Bayes algorithm 

performed worst for large datasets.   

General Terms 

Information security, cyber security Spam detection, 

Microblog spam detection, low quality content 

Keywords 

Spam detection, Machine learning, twitter spam detection, 

information security. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Twitter is the fastest growing microblogging site. There are 

several people who use twitter to express their views and 

feelings on different topics, share news, and communicate with 

other people around the world. They can connect with old 

friends as well as make new friends. People can follow others 

and can see everything posted by them. These attributes and 

convenience of twitter makes it well liked among the normal 

users as well as illegitimate users. 

Illegitimate users outspread unwanted messages over Twitter. 

Such unwanted messages used for phishing, containing 

malicious links, dispersing wrong information, advertising, etc. 

are called spam messages [4]. Spam having malevolent links 

may direct users to different websites which are having 

malware downloads. Spam content reduces the quality of data 

on social media which may be used for research purposes and 

leads to weakening the quality of research outcomes too. 

Spammers are the users who spread spam. Researchers are 

continuously working on spam detection on twitter by learning 

spamming behavior. There are several challenges in this such 

as spammers can take over legitimate users' accounts and use it 

for spamming, using different message templates, many times 

users click on links which are posted by unknown  

people without confirmation or accept connection requests sent 

by unknown people. spammers use different techniques and 

strategies to spread spam even spammers are constantly 

evolving their techniques to evade spam. Due to continuously 

changing behavior of spammers, there is a need to work on 

spam detection for latest spamming practices. The different 

existing machine learning techniques for twitter spam detection 

needs to be studied and evaluate the performance of them. 

In this paper, existing supervised machine learning techniques 

are used on a sample dataset for spam detection and recorded 

the performance of each algorithm on different parameters. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section II elaborates on the 

relevant literature. Section III, explained the machine learning 

classifiers used and the reasons for choosing these algorithms. 

This paper section IV discusses the dataset chosen. Section V 

explicates the experimental analysis with the performance 

attributes for each algorithm and the paper is concluded in 

section VI.  

2. RELATED WORK 
Spam classification has become a challenging phase for 

researchers as spammers continuously find different ways of 

spamming. There are various machine learning classifiers used 

to solve this problem. Twitter spam detection is achieved using 

different combinations of features, different aspects of 

spamming behavior. This section discusses literature 

description related to this research. 

There are a lot of researchers working towards twitter spam 

detection based on different combinations of features, different 

aspects of spamming behaviors. The real time spam detection 

can be done on content and user based features which are easy 

and faster to compute than graph based features which take 

more time for collection itself [2], [4]. 

Chen et.al. [4] Proposed method with evaluation of impact of 

data related factors (spam and no spam ratio, training data size, 

data sampling) with 12 light weight features and six ML 

classifiers. It is found out that the feature of spam tweets varies 

with time and the performance decreases due to distribution of 

features changes after a few days of dataset. Sun et al. [2] 

developed a near real-time spam detection system using a 

parallel computing technique. They studied the behavior of 

nine machine learning techniques in terms of stability, 

scalability and accuracy. The C5.0 and random forest showed 

higher detection accuracy whereas the random forest proved to 

be more stable than other classifiers. Lin et al. [3] compared the 

performance of machine learning classifiers with regard to 
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detection accuracy, the TPR/FPR, and the F-measure to 

identify an algorithm that shows considerable detection 

performance and stability on a large dataset [1] under varying 

size of training data and different ratios of spam and non-spam. 

C5.0 and Random Forest have higher detection accuracy from 

85% to 90%. Abu-Salih et.al. [6] Constructed a distinctive 

vector of features by topic based analysis of tweets and 

implemented machine learning algorithms on them. Also 

developed a model for spammer detection which overshadows 

the baseline models. Chinnaiah et.al. [6] Proposed a model that 

performs a heterogeneous feature analysis on the twitter data 

streams for classifying the unsolicited messages using binary 

and continuous feature extraction with sentiment analysis on 

social network datasets. The suggested method achieves an 

accuracy of 90.72% when compared with the other most recent 

methods. Tingmin et al. [7] proposed a deep learning model and 

evaluated the performance based on proportion of spam and 

non-spam ratio. The indicated algorithm remains stable with 

varying spam ratio as compared to existing text based methods 

and continuous dataset performed slightly better than random 

dataset. Anisha P Rodrigues et. al [8] focuses on real time spam 

detection and sentiment analysis on stored and streaming 

tweets. The multinomial naïve Bayes classifier accomplished 

97.78 percent accuracy and LSTM in deep learning performed 

well with 98.74 percent validation accuracy for detecting spam. 

Zhu et. al [9] proposed tangrams to extract templates of spam 

and matching the message to those templates for faster spam 

detection. Although it is faster for spam detection, the attackers 

may use different templates each time. Wang et. al. [10] 

developed a drifted twitter spam categorization method by 

using MDDT on K-L divergence, where in case of drift KL 

divergence has steady change patterns between features. 

MDDT achieves accuracy 98.86 percent. Tajalizadeh et.al.[11] 

developed a novel stream clustering framework is introduced 

which enhances the functioning of every stream clustering 

procedure in which a set of incremental classifiers are replaced 

by the Euclidean distance function to assign incoming samples 

to most relative micro clusters with random distribution. 

DenStream was advanced to INB-DenStream. Proposed 

approach has shown considerable enhancement in comparison 

with the standard methods of clustering. Jain et. al. [12] 

developed a new architecture based on convolutional NN and 

LSTM with a new semantic layer just before the embedding 

layer to incorporate semantic knowledge. The proposed SSCL 

outperforms other ML models with 99.01% accuracy for SMS 

data and for dataset twitter its 95.48%. El-Mawass et.al.[13] 

developed a probabilistic graphical model to detect online 

abuse. The proposed model shows that traditional classifiers 

have elevated precision and lower recall. Tang et. al. [14] 

proposed ensemble learning method for imbalance problems in 

spammer detection. It has combined multiple base classifiers to 

improve learning performance. To handle imbalanced data 

during the training stage of base learners, fuzzy logic based 

oversampling and cost sensitive SVM are used for handling 

data imbalance. In this method recall raised by 6.5% while 

precision achieved is 87.53 percent, F-score is 88.7 percent. 

Ameen et. al. [17] developed a novel spam detection technique 

in which syntax of each tweet will be learned through 

WordVector and trained using deep learning & constructed 

binary classifiers for spam and non-spam classification. PCA is 

used to analyze the attributes and it shows that extracted 

attributes are more proficient than features drawn out by 

standard methods.. 

3. PROPOSED WORK 
For this study ICC dataset by chao chen et.al.[1] has been used. 

First exploratory data analysis is performed to learn 

characteristics of data. As a part of data analysis the dataset and 

correlation between attributes, understanding of the data 

attributes, handling outliers is studied. After EDA the following 

classifiers are considered for this comparison analysis for 

twitter spam detection out of which Logistic regression & 

Support Vector machine are linear models and Random forest, 

K- Nearest Neighbor, Decision tree and Naive Bayes, are 

nonlinear models. Reasons to choose these algorithms: 

● The algorithms selected are broadly used by 

both industry and researchers for spam 

detection [5]. The performance of these 

algorithms for tweets datasets with different 

context need to be explored. 

● KNN is selected because it works well for data  

samples with small dimensions [2]. 

3.1 Algorithms 
Please use a 9-point Times Roman font, or other Roman font 

with serifs, as close as possible in appearance to Times Roman 

in which these guidelines have been set. The goal is to have a 

9-point text, as you see here. Please use sans-serif or non-

proportional fonts only for special purposes, such as 

distinguishing source code text. If Times Roman is not 

available, try the font named Computer Modern Roman. On a 

Macintosh, use the font named Times.  Right margins should 

be justified, not ragged. 

3.1.1. Random forest: RF is based on ensemble learning 

concept usually trained with the “bagging” method which 

increases overall result. RF builds numerous decision trees for 

different subsets of the specified dataset and calculates their 

average in order to increase the dataset’s accuracy. It is quite 

accurate for more trees and also prevents overfitting. For a 

classification problem, random forest collects a class vote for 

each tree before classifying using majority vote. In 

classification problem, the default value of m is  

⌈√𝑝⌉the bare minimum of nodes should be one. 

Forest Output Probability 

 (𝑣) =
1

𝑇
∑𝑇

𝑡 𝑝𝑡(𝑣)         (1)  

3.1.2. Decision tree: Decision tree works on labeled 

datasets and it is used for classification as well as regression. 

Decision Tree builds a training model that may be used to 

determine the   target variable's class or value by mastering 

decision rules derived from the training dataset. In this tree 

based classifier the internal node acts as features of datasets and 

branches represent decision rules and the outcome is each leaf 

node ‘i’ and each leaf node. The attribute selection is the main 

challenge in the decision tree implementation where the 

attributes for each level need to be considered and that has to 

be identified. 

3.1.3. Naive Bayes: Based on the Bayes theorem, Naive 

Bayes is a probabilistic classifier that predicts using the 

likelihood of the object. The Bayes theorem can be expressed 

as follows: 

         𝑃(𝑋) =
𝑃(𝑦)𝑝(𝑦)

𝑃(𝑋)
 (2) 

Where, y = class variable and X = {x1, x2,... xn} a set of features, 

P(y|X) is Posterior probability, P(X|y) is Likelihood 

probability, P(y) is Prior Probability, P(X) is Marginal 

Probability. Substitute X and expand using the chain rule 

results, 

𝑃(𝑥1, … . , 𝑥𝑛) =
𝑃(𝑦)𝑝(𝑦)…𝑃(𝑦)𝑃(𝑦)

𝑃(𝑥1)𝑃(𝑥2)…𝑃(𝑥𝑛)
     (3)          
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The denominator remains static for the whole dataset. 

Therefore, the proportionality can be established by 

removing the denominator. 

𝑃(𝑥1, … . , 𝑥𝑛) ∝ 𝑃(𝑦) ∏𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑃(𝑥𝑖|𝑦)     (4) 

In case of multivariate classification, where class variable 

y may have more than 2 outcomes, the one with highest 

probability needs to be considered. 

𝑦 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑦𝑃(𝑦) ∏𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑃(𝑦)                       (5) 

The above function is generally used for high dimensional  

data to do text classification. 

3.1.4. Support Vector machine: SVM classifies the 

data into multidimensional space using a border line 

known as a hyper-plane. The extreme points to the hyper-

plane are called support vectors. The gap connecting the 

support vectors and the hyper-plane has to be increased. 

The loss function that helps increase the margin is hinge 

loss. 

  

𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑓(𝑥)) =   {0             𝑖𝑓 𝑦 ∗ 𝑓(𝑥) ≥ 1 1 − 𝑦 −

𝑓(𝑥) ,           𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒          (6) 

If the projected and actual value have the same sign then 

the cost is zero, otherwise the loss value is computed. To 

balance the margin boost and loss, the regularization 

parameter can be added to the cost function as below [16]: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑤𝜆 ‖𝑤‖2 ∑𝑛
𝑖=1 (1 − 𝑦𝑖 < 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑤 >)+         (7) 

3.1.5. K- Nearest Neighbor: KNN checks the 

resemblance between new and existing data and places 

the new data based on similarity. KNN does not learn 

from its available dataset. 

In classification, for a given value of K, the KNN will 

choose the K nearest neighbors of the new data point and 

then the class having the highest number of data points 

from all classes of K neighbors; will be assigned to that 

data point. The distance between data points is calculated 

using Euclidean metric: 

𝑑(𝑥, 𝑥′) =  √(𝑥1 − 𝑥1
′ )2 + ⋯ + (𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥𝑛′)2     (8) 

Finally, the class with the highest probability will be 

assigned to input x. 

𝑝(𝑋 = 𝑥) =
1

𝐾
∑𝑖∈𝐴 𝐼(𝑦(𝑖) = 𝑗)                  (9) 

The K in KNN is a hyper-parameter. A smaller K gives the 

most adjustable fit, with low bias and higher variance. A 

larger K value is more suitable to deal with outliers. It 

results in a smooth decision boundary that means low 

variance but bigger bias. 

3.1.6. Logistic Regression: LR also works on 

labeled datasets. It predicts categorical dependent 

variable such as Spam or not spam, Yes or No, True or 

False, 0 or 1, etc. using a given independent variable. It is 

a probability-based predictive analytic method. This 

algorithm applies sigmoid function as a cost function. 

This sigmoid function is used to model the data in logistic 

regression [15]. It can be written as: 

ℎ𝜃(𝑥) =
1

1+𝑒−𝜃𝑇
𝑥
  (10) 

Where ℎ θ(x) = value between 0 to 1, x is input and e is the 

natural log base. When the data is passed to the function, it 

produces the S-curve shown in the figure below: 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 

1: S-Curve 

If y=1 we want ℎθ(x) ≈1, θT𝑥≫0 

If y=0 we want ℎθ(x) ≈0, at≪ 0 

The values over the threshold level are rounded up to 1, while 

values less than the threshold level to 0. 

3.2 Dataset 
The existing dataset collected by chao chen et.al. is used [1]. 

The dataset has 13 lightweight features. The dataset is divided 

into continuous (dataset 1 & dataset 3) and random (dataset 2 

& dataset 4) data. All 4 datasets are used for analysis. Table 1 

shows the spam and nonspam ratio of all these four datasets. 

Table 1: Spam and non-spam ratio across all datasets 

 Dataset1 Dataset2 Dataset3 
Dataset 

4 

Size 10000 10000 100000 100000 

Spam 5000 5000 5000 5000 

Non 

Spam 
5000 5000 95000 95000 

As shown below, the 13 lightweight features of the dataset may 

be separated into two categories: user-based features and 

content-based characteristics. 

Table 2: Features classification 

User Based Content based 

follower count 

following count  

favourites count 

lists count 

tweets count 

account age 

Url count, 

hashtag count,  

retweets count,  

user mentions count,  

tweet favourites count,  

char count,  

digits count 
 

The user based characteristics shows the behavior of the 

account such as how long the account existed, followers count 

of the account, friends count, favourites count, list and tweets 

count by the user. These are also called profile based or account 

based characteristics. The Tweet related or content related 

features are depending upon the tweet text such as count of urls, 

count of hashtags, count of retweets, count of mentions, count 

of favorites, count of letters, count of digits in text. The user 

and content based features are effortless to fetch but easy to 

avoid as well by spammers. As these are statistical features it 

requires less processing time for training and testing the model. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 
To analyze the performance of classifiers the above six 

supervised machine learning classifiers are tested on ICC 

datasets with the help of metrics such as accuracy, precision, 
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recall, F-measure, FPR. In this experiment existing datasets are 

used with all thirteen lightweight user and content or tweet 

related features from the dataset. This section will discuss the 

evaluation metrics considered, and performance analysis based 

on the selected metrics. 

4.1 Evaluation Metrics: 
Evaluation of all 6 classifiers using accuracy, recall, precision, 

FPR, F-measure is done. Accuracy is computed as percentage 

total count of precisely classified spam and non-spam to total 

evaluated records (11). Precision the ratio of tweets volume 

categorized rightly as spam to total count of classified spam 

tweet posts (12). Recall (also called sensitivity/TPR) is the 

percentage of tweets categorized accurately as spam to the 

count of real spam messages remaining as spam (13). The FPR 

can be calculated as the percentage of non-spam tweets 

wrongly classified as spam tweets in the total number of actual 

non-spam tweets. And F- measure is calculated as recall and 

precision’s harmonic mean (15).  

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
(𝑇𝑁+𝑇𝑃)

(𝑇𝑁+𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁+𝐹𝑃)
   (11) 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑃

(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃)
                        (12) 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙/𝑇𝑃𝑅 =
𝑇𝑃)

(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁)
                     (13) 

𝐹𝑃𝑅 =
𝐹𝑃

(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃)
                                  (14) 

𝐹 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =
2∗(𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 ∗𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙+ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
  (15) 

4.2 Performance analysis:  
The dataset 1 & 2 contains 10K records and dataset 3 &4 

contains 100K records. The training and testing datasets are 

divided as a ratio 70:30 and 80:20. The algorithms are tested 

for different values for hyper-parameters such as random state, 

k value in K nearest neighbor algorithm, Regularization 

parameter (c) for support vector machine. 

As the results show, the classifiers work better on large 

continuous datasets than random data.  

Random forest has shown Accuracy of 99.23% for dataset 3 

followed by decision tree algorithm with accuracy 98.63% for 

dataset 3 whereas naive bayes worked worst with accuracy 

21.55% for dataset 3. The following figure represents the 

accuracy of each classifier for all 4 datasets. It shows improved 

results for more training data. All the 6 classifiers had shown 

improved accuracy for dataset 3 & 4. It clearly shows that all 

algorithms worked well for dataset 3 having large amounts of 

continuous data except the naive bayes algorithm. 

The figure 2 represents the accuracy of each classifier for all 4 

datasets. It shows improved results for more training data. 

The following table 3, demonstrates the confusion matrices of 

random forest for all dataset1 to dataset 4

 

Table 3: Confusion matrices of random forest for dataset 1 to dataset 4

Actual Prediction 

 Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 4 

 Spam NonSpam Spam NonSpam Spam NonSpam Spam NonSpam 

Spam 965 65 872 158 876 133 470 539 

Non Spam 29 941 113 857 21 18970 31 18960 

Figure 2: Performance analysis of classifiers for Dataset 1 to Dataset 4 

The table 4 shows the performance comparison for dataset 1 to 

dataset 4 with evaluation parameters accuracy, recall, precision 

FPR and F1-score.  

Random forest has shown Accuracy of 99.23% for dataset 3 

followed by 97.15% for dataset 4. Both the datasets 3 & 4 are 

having 100K records whereas random forest showed 95.30% 

accuracy for dataset 1 having 10K records. It shows that the 

accuracy is decreased by 2% approximately for 100K random 

data and 9% for 10K random data as compared to continuous 

data. Similar is the case with other classifiers, accuracy of the 

decision tree is dropped by 3% for 100K random data whereas 

13% for 10K random data in comparison with continuous data. 

K nearest neighbor showed reduced accuracy by 25% for 

dataset2 in comparison with dataset1 and 3% for dataset 4 than 

dataset 3. Naive bayes worked worst with accuracy 58.50% for 

dataset2 which was reduced by 2% from the dataset1.naive 

bayes particularly works well on smaller datasets hence the 

accuracy for dataset 3 is 21.55%. All the 6 classifiers have 

shown improved accuracy for dataset 3 & 4. It clearly shows 

that all algorithms worked well for dataset 3 having large 

amounts of continuous data except the naive bayes algorithm. 

False positive means prediction is positive for negative truth. 

That is the post is not spam but the test inaccurately shows that 

it is spam. It is also known as a Type I error in statistics. So in 

the spam detection case the lower value for FPR indicates 

higher performance. As shown in  

Table 4 Random forest shows lowest FPR value i.e.0.001 for 

dataset 3 followed by 0.002 for dataset 4. K-Nearest Neighbor 

having FPR0.005 for large dataset 3 & 4.  
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Naive Bayes has the highest FPR value of all four datasets. 

Random forest outperforms other classifiers followed by 

decision tree and K- nearest neighbor classifier in relation to 

accuracy, precision, recall and f measure. All algorithms except 

Naïve Bayes performed well for dataset 3 having large 

continuous data. 
 

Table 4: Accuracy, FPR, precision, recall and f measure of all classifiers for dataset1 to dataset 4 

 
Dataset Accuracy Recall Precision 

False Positive 

Rate 
F1-Score 

Random Forest 

Dataset 1 95.30% 93.69 97.08 0.030 95.36 

Dataset 2  86.45% 84.66 88.53 0.116 86.55 

Dataset 3 99.23% 86.82 97.66 0.001 91.92 

Dataset 4 97.15% 46.58 93.81 0.002 62.25 

Decision Tree 

Dataset 1 92.85% 93.34 92.7 0.077 93.02 

Dataset 2  79.85% 80.2 79.8 0.205 80 

Dataset 3 98.63% 88.29 84.62 0.008 86.42 

Dataset 4 95.45% 56.61 53.84 0.025 55.19 

Naive Bayes 

Dataset 1 60.60% 97.96 56.81 0.791 71.92 

Dataset 2  58.50% 96.25 55.15 0.802 70.12 

Dataset 3 21.55% 97.77 5.81 0.824 10.96 

Dataset 4 77.36% 43.51 9.98 0.208 16.24 

Support Vector 

Machine 

Dataset 1 71.85% 80.39 69.64 0.372 74.63 

Dataset 2  65.60% 78.16 62.88 0.473 69.69 

Dataset 3 96.231% 3.6 76.4 0.246 0.48 

Dataset 4 95.12% 0.31 75 0.012 0.43 

K-Nearest Neighbor 

Dataset 1 90.20% 87.48 93.08 0.069 90.19 

Dataset 2  65.85% 67.09 65.99 0.354 66.54 

Dataset 3 98.39% 77.4 88.67 0.005 82.65 

Dataset 4 95.18% 11.81 56.52 0.005 19.53 

 

 

Logistic Regression 

Dataset 1 80.50% 83.3 79.74 0.225 81.48 

Dataset 2  64.35% 48.24 70.65 0.198 57.33 

Dataset 3 95.85% 2.3 5.45 0.0313 11.35 

Dataset 4 94.99% 0.1 3.85 0.0013 0.2 

 

5. CONCLUSION  
The popularity of twitter is rising every day. With genuine user 

there are many spammers as well on twitter. Spammers are 

using twitter to spread spam posts which includes unwanted 

messages, hijacking trending topics, hijacking normal users 

accounts to spread spam posts etc. Researchers are working on 

spam post detections and prevention continuously. This paper 

discusses the implementation and performance evaluation of 

six machine learning techniques on existing datasets containing 

random and continuous data. Here the performance of the 

algorithms according to Accuracy, Recall, Precision, False 

positive rate, & F-measure is checked.  Among all six 

classifiers random forest has shown accuracy upto 99.23% and 

reduced FPR upto 0.001 for large continuous dataset followed 

by Decision tree with accuracy 98.63% and KNN with 

accuracy up to 98.20% and FPR upto 0.005 for large 

continuous data. The accuracy is decreased slightly for large 

random dataset whereas major reduction in accuracy is 

recorded for smaller datasets. Among all the classifiers Naive 

bayes classifier performed worst for large continuous dataset. 

This research helps to understand the attributes and parameters 

to improve performance of the classifier. In future the aim is to 

collect balanced twitter dataset and to check the performance 

of each of the classifier also designs a new framework for spam 

classification. 
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